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1. Look at the picture. Write sentences about Sarah. Use She's + - ing or She isn't + -ing.
Napišite stavke o deklici Sarah. Uporabite She's + -ing ali She isn't + -ing.

Example: (drink milk)

She isn't drinking milk.

1. (eat biscuits) _______________________________________________________________
2. (smile) ___________________________________________________________________
3. (read a story) ______________________________________________________________
4. (play with blocks) ___________________________________________________________
5. (run around the room) _______________________________________________________
6. (wear a yellow T-shirt) _______________________________________________________
7. (talk with her daddy) ________________________________________________________
8. (sleep) ___________________________________________________________________
9. (wash her hands) ___________________________________________________________
10. (sit on a chair)_____________________________________________________________
11. (hug her teddy bear) _______________________________________________________
12. (draw a picture) ___________________________________________________________
13. (cut paper with scissors) ____________________________________________________
14. (watch a cartoon) __________________________________________________________
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2. And you? What is happening at the moment? Write true sentences.
In vi? Kaj počnete v tem trenutku?
Example: (walk in a park)

I'm not walking in a park.

(do this exercise)

I'm doing this exercise.

1. (drink coffee)______________________________________________________________
2. (sing a song) _______________________________________________________________
3. (listen to the radio) _________________________________________________________
4. (it rain) ___________________________________________________________________
5. (wear a shirt) ______________________________________________________________
6. (eat a sandwich) ____________________________________________________________
7. (lie on a couch) _____________________________________________________________
8. (read a magazine) __________________________________________________________

3. Finish the dialogue with verbs in the present continuous.
Dokončajte stavke z glagoli v present continuous času.
Example: We _______ out. (go)

We are going out.

Harry: Hi, Anna, _______ you ___________ ? (leave)
Anna: Yes, I _________to Shannon's. Her favourite singer ____________ to town. (go, come)
Harry: But we ________________ dinner with Ben and Jerry tonight. Did you forget? (make)
Anna: No, Ben cancelled. Jerry ____________ well. We ___________ next week. (feel, meet)
Harry: Ok, then I _____________ a nice glass of red wine by myself tonight. (have)
Anna: Ok, have fun. Well, we _______________ a few drinks too so I _______________ at
Shannon's tonight. Bye. (have, sleep)
Harry: Ok, see you tomorrow. Bye.
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ANSWER KEY
EXERCISE 1
1. She isn't eating biscuits.; 2. She's smiling.; 3. She isn't reading a story.; 4. She's playing with
blocks.; 5. She isn't running around the room.; 6. She's wearing a yellow T-shirt.; 7. She isn't
talking with her daddy.; 8. She isn't sleeping.; 9. She isn't washing her hands.; 10. She's
sitting on a chair.; 11. She isn't hugging her teddy bear.; 12. She isn't drawing a picture.; 13.
She isn't cutting paper with scissors.; 14. She isn't watching a cartoon.

EXERCISE 2
1. I'm drinking coffee. / I'm not drinking coffee.
2. I'm singing a song. / I'm not singing a song.
3. I'm listening to the radio. / I'm not listening to the radio.
4. It's raining / It isn't raining.
5. I'm wearing a shirt. / I'm not wearing a shirt.
6. I'm eating a sandwich. / I'm not eating a sandwich.
7. I'm lying on a couch. / I'm not lying on a couch.
8. I'm reading a magazine. / I'm not reading a magazine.

EXERCISE 3
are leaving;
am going, is coming;
are making;
isn't feeling, are meeting;
am having;
are having; am sleeping
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